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Abstract - 
This paper is to analyze transit routing schemes for a distant demand, which is

laterally apart from a major demand conidor. Analytical cost models for 2 routing schemes,

no-zigzagging and zigzagging bus routes, are developed, solutions for zigzagging conditions

are airirea, ind some important concepts, practical implications and useful results about

zigzaggingare suggested through a practical analysis for several access modes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Zigzaggingof bus routes is defined as a route configuration in which buses deviate from their

shortest paths to their final destinations such as CBDs (central business districts) to serve

scattereddemand, return to the shortest paths arrd repeat this kind of operation. Many transit

routes have a zigzaggirrg network configuration. The zigzagging of bus routes is falsely

known to be inefficient because it causes increases of route distances. However, when it is not

economical to run an additional transit route to serve a demand distantly located from major

demand corridors, zigzagging of the nearest bus route to the distant demand can be an

effective way to provide transit service and passengers located distantly can reduce their

access distances.

On the contrary, zigzagging of bus routes can cause several negative aspects against

passengers, transit companies and society. When a bus route detours, the passengers in the

vehiclei, who boarded before the route starts to detour ("on-board passengers"), have to

detour also causing increases in their travel times. In addition, zigzagging increases route

length causing an increase in vehicle operating cost. In some cases, despite that few distant

passengers can access the nearest bus route without zigzagging, a bus route zigzags for
some other reasons such as a political reason. It is helpful to know whether zigzagging is

necessary or not, and in what conditions zigzagging of a bus route is more efftcient than the

access of distant passengers.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the economy of zigzagging of transit routes for a
certain amount of the transit demand, which is laterally apart from a major demand corridor.

This paper attempts to develop analytical cost models for no-zigzagging and zigzagging bus

routes, derive analytical solutions for zigzagging conditions, find important variables which

determine whether or not to zigzag, and suggest some important concepts, practical

implications and useful results about zigzagging through some simplifications.
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It is assumed that a bus route serves a many-to-one demand located along a corridor toward a

CBD ("corridor demand") and some demand laterally apart from the corridor ("distant
demand") toward the same CBD. Also, it is assumed that the transit demand is transit-captive,
that is, constant. This implies that the demand does not vary depending upon the route
configuration.

2. COST MODELS

2.1 Total Transportation Costs for No-Zigzagging and Zigzagging

In order to provide transit service for the demand pattern as shown Figure 1, which is
observed in many cities, two kinds of bus routing schemes can be considered.

Destination(CBD)

x
0

Where S = Length of bus route (km)
q(x) = Conidor demand at location x (personsAr-km)
s = Lateral distance between route and the distant demand (km)
xa: Longitudinal location of the distant demand (km)
qa: Distant demand (persons/hr)

Figure 1. Demand Distribution of Cost Model

One is "No-Zigzagging" route, in which the route run along the corridor without detouring
(zigngging) to pick up the distant demand. In this route configuration passengers of the
distant demand have to access to the nearest bus stop along the corridor by using an access
mode. The access mode can be one of walking, bicycle, park-and-ride, kiss-and-ride, taxi, etc.
The other is "Zigzagging" route, in which the route detour to pick up the distant demand
starting at x,t , retums to the same point, and continues to serve the demand on the corridor.

The total transportation cost in this paper consists ofthe bus operating cost, passenger waiting
time cost, passenger travel time cost, and passenger access cost. Assuming that only the
lateral access distance ofthe corridor demand is considered (longitudinal access distances are
assumed to be the same) and the average waiting time is a half of the headway, the total costs
can be modeled simply as shown in Table l.
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Where a, = Unit bus operating cost ($/vehicle-hr)

a," = Value of passenger waiting time ($/person-hr)

al = Value ofpassenger travel time ($/person-hr)

oz,: Value of passenger access time ($/person-hr)

hr,hz = Headways
va = Bus operating speed

Y,: Access speed

a(x) = Average access distance at pointr
aa = Average access distance ofthe distant demand

From the cost models, headways are included in bus operating and passenger waiting cost

terms in both cases. They can be optimized for minimizing the total costs as below.
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Table l. Cost Models for Two Routing Schemes

for no - zigzagging,

for zigzogging.

(l)

where p = lo!)ax + q,t = total demand per hour

From the above equations, we 
"ul, 

,.. that the optimal headway is proportional to the square

root of the route length. Also /rz is always larger than ir because the route length of
zigzagging bus route increases as much as 2s , compared to no-zigzagging, in order to pick
up the distant demand.

By substituting the headways in Table I by the optimal headways, the bus operating cost ( G )
and the passenger waiting cost ( C" ) become to be equal and the sum of these two cost terms
collapses into

(2)

2a"(L +2s)
dvvnQ
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2.2 Differences of Costs between Two Routing Schemes

Bus Operating and Passenger Waiting Costs

The bus operating and passenger waiting

for zigzagging to that for no-zigzagging is

costs increaseby zigzagging. The ratio ofthe cost

,f.qr= r[ p,in which the value 1 + 2sf L can

be defined as p = "zigzag ratio" ( p > t ), that is, the ratio of the route distance for agzaging

to the route length for no-zigz-agging.

From this, it can be observed that the bus operating and passenger waiting costs do not
increase as proportional as the increase in the route length by detouring. For example, if the

detour distance is2|o/o ofthe original route distance, the bus operating and passsenger waiting
costs increase less than l0%.

Passenger Travel Time Cost

By zigzagging, the passenger travel time cost increases by 2 s a ! l@)dr for the detour of

the on-board passengers { !O@ax) and by a, s qd forthe additional travel time of the distant

demand. Consequently, in addition to the increases in the bus operating and passenger waiting
costs, zigzagging causes an increase in the passenger travel time and travel time cost.

Passenger Access Cost

Buses zigzag because more people can ride buses with less access distances by zigzagging.

Zigzaggingsaves the passenger access cost of *ta/u, 
for the distant demand, which is the

only benefit for zigzagging. It was shown in the above that zigzagging of buses causes

increases in the bus operating, passenger waiting and travel time costs. Therefore, the amount

ofthe passenger access cost saving due to zigzagging determines whether or not a bus route to

zigzag. The amount ofthe passenger access cost saving should be compared to the increases

in the bus operating, passenger waiting and travel time costs.

3. CONDITIONS FOR ZIGZAGGING

3.1 General Condition

In order for a bus route to zigzag, the saving in the passenger access cost by zigzagging
should be greater than the sum of the increases in the bus operating, passenger waiting and

travel time costs by zigzagging. Therefore, the conditionsfor zigzagging ofbus routes is

ry, W tl p -rt.il'!2sq@)ax+ sq \
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In the above equation, the term in the left-hand side is the amount of decrease in the passenger

access cost foi the distant demand by zigzagging' The first term of the right-hand side

i.pr"r.nO the sum of the increases in ihe bus operating and passenger waiting costs and the

second term of the right-hand side is the increase in the passenger travel time cost by

zigzaggitg.

Unless the above condition is satisfied, zigzagging should not be adopted' The above

condition depends on various aspects of the situation. These include almost all the variables in

the cost models above.

The concept of the above condition for zigzagging can be applied to other demand patterns

than many-to-one demand. The above equation can be rearranged as

*rl;-D--+'!o@)a*
The left-hand side represents the benefit ofthe distant demand by zigzagging' The right-hand

side represents the increase in the bus operating cost by zigzaggitg and the increase in cost

(inconvenience) of the on-board passengers.

The general condition for bus roulezigzagging can be described as

,,Zigzaggingof buses to pick up a distant demand can be more efftcient than the access

of tt. Oittunt demand to the bus route, provided that the benefit of the distant demand

by zigzagging is larger than the sum of increases in the bus operating and passenger

waiting time iosts and travel time cost of the on-board passengers'"

Therefore, whether or not to zigzag is mainly determined by the size of the distant demand

compared to the number of in-vehicle passengers, costs of available access modes if the

distant demand have to access to the corridor, and the distance to detour.

3.2 Condition for the Same Headways

The conditio n for zigzagging in the previous section is very complicated. In this section, in

order to simplify ttri conaition, the headway of the zigzagging route is assumed to be the

same as the optimal headway of the no-zigzagging route, i'e',

This assumption implies that even though the optimal headway of the zigzagging route should

increase as the rouie length increases by zigzagging, the same headway is maintained as

before.

This simplification causes an increase in the bus operating cost and a decrease in the

purr"ng"i waiting time cost compared to using the optimal headrvay for zigzagging' The

putr"r["t travel time and access costs do not change by changes in headways. The changes in

bus operating and passenger waiting time costs are shown in Table 2'

.da dr -(- - -)sqa >Ya Vb

(4)

(s)
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How the sum of the bus operating and passenger waiting time costs changes depending upon
the routing scheme and the zigzagratio is shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, even though the sum of the bus operating and passenger waiting time
costs increases slightly by not using the optimal headway for the zigzagging route, the amount
of the increase is not large especially for a reasonable range of agzag ratio. For example, the
sum of the bus operating and passenger waiting time costs for not-using the optimal headway
for the zigzagging route is about I .06 times that of for using the optimal headway for p = 2 .

Table 2. Changes of Cost for the Same Headways

Item
(l)

No-Zigzagging
(2) Zigzagging

(2-l) hz = hz' (2-2) hz=hi
Bus Operating

Cost (C,,)
Ea"A+40lz* a,,a*(L+2s)2 Q

Passenger
Waiting Time

Cost (C")
AoA*LQ

2vt
@a-Q+rs)O
'l 2*

Arrd,*LQ

2vt

Cu*C" P=K W=K"[p Eea,{L+sr'O .. o+t
1 *r =n 

2

Sum ol Bus

Opsrating

and

Passenger

Waiting

Time Costs

(/K)

Zigzag Ratio (p)

Figure 2. changes in Sum of Bus operating and passenger waiting Time costs

The increase in the bus operating cost by zigz,agging compared to that by no-zigzqgging is

?a,s E*^0
*h; = l-;; 

't Therefore, the condition for zigzagging becomes slightly simplified as

1?-uysE,W ,*4s'1r{*W
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I

I
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The above condition is the same as the general condition in the previous section except for the
first term of the righrhand side, which represents the increase in the bus operating cost by
zigzagging. This condition can be described as

"Zigzagging of buses to pick up a distant demand can be more effrcient than the access
of the distant demand to the bus route, provided that the benefit of the distant demand
by zigzagging is, at least, larger than the sum ofincreases in the bus operating cost and
travel time cost of the on-board passengers."

3.3 Condition for the Same Operating Costs

The condition for zigzagging in the previous section can be simplified further by neglecting
the increase in the bus operating cost for a small value of p as shown in Figure 2.

By this simplification, the conditionfor zigzagging is simplified into

.da d,t. 2sa,7(- --)sqa I -_ 
ld,x)dx (minimum condition for zigzagging) (7)laVbVb;

The left-hand side represents the benefit of the distant demand by zigzagging, that is, the
decrease in access cost of the distant demand. The righrhand side represents the increase in
the travel time cost ofthe on-board passengers. Therefore, buses should notzigzagunless the
decrease in the access cost of the distant demand is greater than the increase in thJtravel time
cost ofthe in-vehicle passengers at least.

When neglecting the increases in the bus operating and passenger waiting time costs, whether
or not to z*z.ag should be determined by comparing the decrease in the access cost of the
distant demand against the increase in the travel time cost of the in-vehicle passengers.

The above minimum condition for zigzagging can be rephrased as

,r%*-r) or n >|+r (8)

lt
l-

where P =qdf )qe)dx=..Demand Ratio,',
IJ1,,

R = 
*'l!" 

="cost Ratio".
arf vt

P represents the ratio of the distant demand to the number of on-board passengers. R
represents the ratio of the access cost to the travel time cost for unit distance, *t i"t, i.
determined by the access mode of the distant demand. Figure 3 show the minimum condition
for zigzagging in terms of P and R .

In Figure 3, zigzagging of buses to pickup a distant demand can not be efficient at all for
combinations of P and R in the region below the curve. Zigzagging may be effrcient for
combinations of P and R in the region above the curve. In the region above the curve, the
saving of access cost of the distant demand is grcater than the increase in the travel time cost
ofon-board passengers for zigzagging. However, because zigzaggingcauses increases in the
bus operating and passenger waiting costs in the region aUove ttri curve, these increases
should be considered further for zigzagging.
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Figure 3. Condition for Zigzagging

For example, for R = 3 (the access cost per unit person distance is 3 times of the travel time

cost per unit person distance), zigzagging can be considered at least for P > I (the number of
the distant demand is equal to or larger than the number ofthe on-board passengers).

4, PRACTICALCONSIDERATIONS

In the previous section, it is known that the efficiency of zigzagging is mainly determined by

the values of P and R . Also, the value of R is mainly influenced by the access mode of
the distant demand. In this section, values of R are examined for various access modes for a

major transit route in reality. Here, typical values of R for walking, kiss-and-ride, park-and-

ride, taxi, feeder bus, and bicycle are calculated.

The travel time cost ofpassengers on bus and an access mode per hour, al, is defined as the

amount of money that they are willing-to-pay for travel time saving. In this paper, the travel
time cost of $1.71lperson-hour is assumed which is 40% of the average hourly wage of
typical commuters in urban areas in the country in 1996. When the average bus operating

speed of 21 .6 Kmlh is assumed, the bus travel time cost for unit distance, afvt,is
$0.079/person-km. Typical vaules of the variables necessary to obtain the access costs of
various access modes for unit distance and R are obtained and shown in Table 3.

Among various access modes, the Iargest value of P ,25, is required for bicycle. Relatively
small values of P , 0.45 and 0.8, are required for walking and taxi. This imples that if there

exists an effrcient access mode such as bicycle, operating straightly along a major demand

corridor without zigzagging is an efficient routing scheme. On the other hand, if access is

quite ineffrcient causing a lot of access cost such as walking and taxi, buses have lo zigzagto
pick up the distant demand frequently.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper attempted to analyze the two transit routing schemes for a distant demand,
zigzagging and no-zigzagging. Through the transportation cost modeling and subsequent
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Table 3. Typical Values of Various Access Modes

Iton

Mode

Fixd
Cos

($he$cn
+r)

VariableCd
AccesTrrE

Cog, a"
($betsotft)

Aerdir€
Sped,

u,,(lfurilr)

Accesftapc
Ljnittlgarcq

o,,f vu

($herscrrKm)

R I\ifnPU/age

($hetsol
-Itr)

Otrrs
(Shcsol

-td

U/alking 0 0 0 1.71 4 512 5.40 0.45

Bicycle 0 0 0 t.7l 20 t02 1.08 25

Kss-and-

Ride
1.78 0 0.65 5.g4r) 27 260 2.74 l.l5

Pa*-ard-
Ride)

1.78 0 0.65 4.14 27 184 t.94 2.r3

Taxi 3.0s 2.t5 0.56 7.46 27 332 3.50 0.8

FeederBts 0.20 0.13 0.04 2.08 18.8 133 1.40 5

Notes I ): Dri time cost o s cost is addepassenger

2): Parking cost is ignored

analysis. it was found that it may be better to zigzag to pickup the distant demand when the

demand ratio P is large, that is, the distant demand is comparatively larger than the number
of on-board passengers for a given cost ratio R. This situation, in which zigzagging is more
effrcient than the distant demand's access, happens potentially at the beginning of a transit
route.

Consequently, at the beginning of a bus route, when the number of on-board passengers is

very small, buses better off to zigzag to pickup passengers. Whereas, in the middle of a transit
route, where the number of on-board passengers is quite substantial relative to the distant

demand, it is better to go straight to the final destination without zigzagging. Whether or not

to zigzag is mainly determined by the cost and demand ratios.

Zigzagging should not be evaluated as an ineffrcient routing scheme. Depening uopn the
location and the amount of the distant demand, zigzagging can be an efficient routing scheme.

The results obtained in this paper can be applied to any other demand pattems, as long as the
saving in the access cost of the distant demand is compared to the increases in other costs by
zigzagging, such as the increase in the travel time cost ofon-board passengers.

In this paper, idealized situations about demand pattern and bus route configuration were
assumed. In reality, demand pattern and route configuration can be far more complicated. A
further research has to be performed for complicated circumstances.
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